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Carbo
on fertilization–m
made possible by the direct appliccation of heating
g
fumess–is one of the faactors leading to
o the high producctivity of Dutch
glasshhouse horticulturre. Energy saving
g and renewable
e energies ensure
e
that thhere are less fum
mes around, a slump gradually made
m
up by piped
d or
bottle
ed CO2. Bottled CO
C 2 is increasing
gly sold at compe
etitive prices also
o in
the unnheated greenho
ouses of the Med
diterranean regio
on. Allowing for a
higher than external cconcentration und
der ventilation im
mplies that some of
enhouse, rather than in the crop..
the suupply will end up outside the gree
This inncreases the cosst of getting a given amount of CO
C 2 into the crop
p,
but it does not necesssarily reduce pro
ofit. Therefore ann economic
dly needed. We developed
d
an
management of CO2 ffertilisation is bad
misation algorithm
m and tested it inn an experimentaal greenhouse, in the
optim
frame
ework of the EU-ffinanced FP7 coo
operation project EUPHOROS.

Ass both assimilatio
on and ventilation requirement vaary with the cond
ditions,
thhe optimal supplyy has to be calcuulated on-line by the
t climate computer.
Thhe components of
o this optimisation algorithm are
e a simple assimilation
m
model
and a routinne to determine on-line the ventilation rate throug
gh
sttandard climate measurements.
m
T figure below
The
w shows the resuults for
onne sunny spring day in two comp
partments: one very
v
well ventilate
ed and
onne allowed to become warmer. The
T crop was tom
mato, expected to
t be
vaalued at 1 €/kg (value of 1 kg asssimilated CO2 ≈ 5.5 €) and the price of
bo
ottled CO2 was 0.2
0 €/kg.

The algoritthm
The supply of CO
C 2 must balance
e the
assimilation and
d the loss throug
gh
ventilation. The optimal supply
maximizes proffit, that is the value
of 1 kg assimilaated CO2 (the
expected value of yield times a
“CO2 fixation effficiency”) minus the
cost of the supply (the price off 1
kg CO2). It was demonstrated that
e only depends on
o
the optimal rate
the ratio R bettween value and
price of CO2 (w
which the grower has
to enter) and no
ot on the two
singullarly. The figure below shows thaat–under given conditions (of
radiattion and R = valuue/price ratio)–thhe optimal supplyy rate rapidly
increa
ases with ventilattion rate and the
en decreases to tthe level that
replac
ces crop assimilaation.

C
Conclusion
Whenever carbon dioxide is not avvailable simply ass the rest produc
W
ct of
he
eating, it must be
e supplied in the most economic
cal fashion. This ensures
e
thhe best possible return for the grrower and prevennts unnecessary
em
missions. The op
ptimal CO2 supplyy rate has to be determined on liine, in
vie
ew of the actual ventilation rate and
a of the potential assimilation. We
haave shown that a simple assimila
ation model and a routine to dete
ermine
ve
entilation on-line can be combined
d into an optimissation algorithm, that can
be
e implemented inn a climate comp
puter, to calculatte in real time the
e
ec
conomically optim
mal CO2 concenttration and the corresponding CO
O2
injjection rate.
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